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Page Latest Activity "Hi, Well I dont know if this is the place for this, but I like to "draw" I have
always enjoyed art, and I am a graphic designer with a studio. I am also an artist, where I draw and
do collages. Well, ill talk to you soon!" "Comment" "Hello, I am Rachel. I like art and I enjoy to draw.
I also like to create sculptures when I have the time. Well, I'm 24 and I live in Melbourne, Australia. I
like traveling and I have made a few trips. I really enjoy London but…" "Hi Rachel, I am a Graphic
Designer myself and I don't draw, but if you want, you can leave me a message and I can send you a
sketch of my own creation. If you want to look at some of my work, you can…" "Hello Rachel, Many
thanks for your message. I am a big fan of photography, there are lots of cities that I have been to
and love. The last photo is a photo of Mexico City where I have been many times, there's lots of…"
"Hi Rachel, That makes me happy! I am a fan of poetry as well and have done a lot of it myself.
Writing is really a wonderful thing. As I am going to college I am going to study psychology and art. I
like to hang around with…" "Hi Rachel, Thank you for your message. I am a fan of Melbourne and
enjoy visiting it
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